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Visit a temple in the Nevada desert and live vicariously through Dr. Anne Key as she shares her
experience of living as a twenty-first-century priestess. In this memoir, she shares her journey as
priestess of the Temple of Goddess Spirituality Dedicated to Sekhmet, from the exhilaration she
felt upon discovering Sekhmet’s powerful presence in an unlikely location to the uncertainties
she mastered in order to become a respected temple leader. You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, but most of
all you’ll be insipired by Anne’s real account of spiritual growth—and be inspired to seek your
own.

...a moving account of a personal confrontation with the mythology of the goddess Sekhmet of
ancient Egypt... as relevant today as ever. Larry Dossey, MD, author of The Power of
Premonitions, Healing Words, and Reinventing Medicine. ...a rare glimpse into the life of a 21st
Century priestess... refreshing and honest...Along the way she deepens her connection to
Sekhmet, to the arid land, to the water in the nearby spring and the vast Nevada sky, and,
ultimately, to her own embodied experience of spirituality.Mary Saracino, The Singing of
Swans... shines and sparkles with her deep wisdom, her humility, and her growing
understanding and awareness of an ancient spirituality experienced and manifested in the early
21st century... A book for all of us- whatever our spiritual path.Cheryl Straffon, Pagan Cornwall:
land of the Goddess... a deeply honest and personal account of the agonies, doubts, loneliness,
achievements, joys and transformation of a temple administrator into a bona fide temple
priestess.Michael York, Pagan Theology: Paganism as a World Religion.Anne Key has told a
great story about her time in the Nevada desert as a modern day priestess of the ancient
Egyptian Goddess Sekhmet; raw and expressive and so interesting. I loved it! Vicki Noble,
author of The Double Goddess: Women Sharing Power and The Motherpeace Tarot. --This text
refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorAnne Key is adjunct faculty in Women's Studies
and Religious Studies at the College of Southern Nevada. She is a graduate of the Women's
Spirituality Program of California Institute of Integral Studies where her investigations centered
on Mesoamerica. Dr. Key was Priestess of the Temple of Goddess Spirituality Dedicated to
Sekhmet, located in Nevada, from 2004-2007. She is the author of Desert Priestess: a memoir
and she is co-editor of The Heart of the Sun: An Anthology in Exaltation of Sekhmet, both
published by Goddess Ink. She resides in Albuquerque with her husband, his four cats and her
snake. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Rev. Donna M. Swindells, “The memoir of a Desert Priestess. This book, "Desert Priestess" was
a wonderful journey with a Woman who chooses to serve the desert community. It starts with her
interview for the job of Priestess at the Temple of Sekhment outside Las Vegas. She learns
about living in the desert, its surroundings & inhabitants. Her job covers the spiritual leadership
of this desert temple. She experiences this particular job description by taking on her duties.
Anne describes the Temple & the Goddesses She serves, mainly the great lioness Goddess
Sekhmet, an Egyptian Deity. Sekhmet is in Her element in the desert, a Solar Goddess with
passion. Anne, as Priestess falls in the rhythm of the seasons, the Wheel of the year, and the
Moon's cycles. We are with Her as She performs the Sacred Rituals for the people gathered to
express their faith in the Goddess. Even in a time of doubting Her vocation, She bounces back,
with Her strong will & beliefs. This is the perfect book for Women who have a burning desire to
serve the Goddess, or are thinking about being a Priestess. Anne puts down her heart & soul in
this book about her calling, to be a practing Priestess, in this day & age.Brava!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “This book is incredibly inspirational.. It is written is such a way that the
reader, whether a brand new novice or someone who has been on her path for many years, can
read it and feel they are sitting down with the author over a cup of tea and chatting. Anne Key is
able to take the reader on a journey down her own path of experiences, through her hesitations
and doubts, and demonstrate how she connected even more deeply with the Divine Goddess
and gained confidence in herself and her purpose. I highly recommend this book for anyone, but
especially anyone who has felt the Call to be a Priestess.”

Nancy Douglas De Baca, “Modern Day Womens' Spirituality. I LOVE this book. I met the author
in a dance class and I share with her a similar age. What I didn't have is her administrative ability
and her incredible deep spirituality. She is able to serve as priestess because she meets people
where they are at on their spiritual journal and she helps lead them gently into self-actualization.
I am a practicing Christian, but as someone who has taken many graduate women's studies
classes I have a lot of respect for goddess worship and the place that it takes in many peoples'
lives. She is a leader, a scholar, and a kind soul who blesses everyone that knows her. This is
well written, easily readable, and a very true depiction of the place and the time her her journey. I
think that many people will benefit from reading this book. It should find its place in the women's
studies collection of many colleges and libraries along with such classics as Starhawk's "Spiral
Dance" and "When God was a Woman," by Merlin Stone.”

Darla, “Really good. I had no idea that a temple dedicated to Sekhmet existed in the Nevada
desert, so this book was a treat. I enjoyed the book as much for its descriptions of the desert --
and the star bed -- as I did for how the author shared her experiences of being a dedicated
priestess.”



Diane, “Wonderful book by an amazing author. Wonderful book by an amazing author! I went to
this Temple after reading the book. What a pilgrimage!! I've read her other books too and
recommend them.”

linrae, “Highly recommend it. I loved it”

T. Torres, “Inspiring Story. I enjoyed reading Desert Priestess and the journey of the priestess in
the desert. I especially appreciated how the author describes her growing connection with the
goddess Sekhmet. A beautiful book.”

Emma Rutherford, “Om Sekhmet. This is a lovely account of the life of a Priestess in the 21st
century. It's made me want to visit the temple.”

Elerinna, “Thank you. Interesting, touching, inspiring. Thank you Anne Key for sharing with us
your years as a desert Priestess.I woud recommend this book to Priestesses or would-be
Priestesses or any person who is interested in the subject.”

geny, “It s ok. I just wish I could yell, stop feeling like it's a scam or that you are a fraud!!!! Let go
of the ego...”

julie cayer, “Excellent!. Just great!!!A precious one :)”

The book by Anne Key has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 17 people have provided feedback.
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